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1.0 Scope 

 

This document describes the guidelines to be followed by BHEL for 

conducting Reverse Auction (RA) for procurement of material/ works/ 

services. The RA shall follow the philosophy of English Reverse (No ties).  

 

English Reverse (No ties) is a type of auction where the starting price and 

bid decrement are announced before start of online reverse auction. The 

interested bidders can thereupon start bidding in an iterative process 

wherein the lowest bidder at any given moment can be displaced by an 

even lower bid of a competing bidder, within a given time frame. The 

bidding is with reference to the current lowest bid in the reverse auction.  

All bidders will see the current lowest quoted price and their rank. The 

term ‘No ties’ is used since more than one bidder cannot give an identical 
price, at a given instant, during the reverse auction. In other words, there 

shall never be a tie in the bids. 

 

3.0 Upfront declaration in NIT 

 

Decision to go for RA would be taken before floating of the tender. In 

case it is decided to go for RA, same shall be declared upfront in NIT by 

inserting the following clause: 

 
“BHEL shall be resorting to Reverse Auction (RA) (Guidelines as available on 

www.bhel.com) for this tender. RA shall be conducted among the techno-

commercially qualified bidders. 

 

Price bids of all techno-commercially qualified bidders shall be opened and 

same shall be considered for RA. In case any bidder(s) do(es) not participate in 

online Reverse Auction, their sealed envelope price bid along with applicable 

loading, if any, shall be considered for ranking.” 

 

6.0 Business rules for RA 

 

Model Annexure-I is attached. 

 

7.0 Role of Service Provider 

 

 Acknowledge the receipt of mandate from BHEL. 

 Contact the bidders, provide business rules and train them, as 

required. 

 Get the process compliance form signed by all the participating 

bidders before RA event. 

http://www.bhel.com/
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 Conduct the event as per the contract and business rules. 

 Submit the Login Reports, Results, History sheet and authorized final bid 

from the bidders. 

 To obtain price breakup from successful bidder and submit the same 

to BHEL. 

 

10.0 Reverse Auction Process 

 

10.1 Reverse Auction will be conducted if two or more bidders are techno-

commercially qualified. In case of two or three qualified bidders, there 

shall be no elimination of H1 bidder (whose quote is highest in sealed 

envelope price bid). In case of four qualified bidders, the H1 bidder shall 

be eliminated whereas in case of five qualified bidders, H1 & H2 bidders 

shall be eliminated. However, in case of six or more qualified bidders are 

available, RA would be conducted amongst first 50% of the bidders 

arranged in the order of prices from lowest to highest. Number of bidders 

eligible for participating in RA would be rounded off to next higher integer 

value if number of qualified bidders is odd (e.g. if 7 bids are qualified, then 

RA will be conducted amongst lowest four bidders). However, there will 

be no elimination of qualified bidders who are MSE or qualifying under 

PPP-MII, Order 2017, irrespective of the number of bidders qualifying 

techno-commercially.  

 

In case of multiple H1 bidders, all H1 bidders (excluding MSEs and bidders 

qualifying under PPP-MII, Order 2017) shall be removed provided minimum 

two bidders remain in fray, else no H1 removal. 

 

10.2 During RA, all bidders will see their rank and current L1 price on the screen.  

Once the RA is done, the ranking status would be based on the last 

quoted price of the bidder(s) irrespective of the quote received in RA or 

sealed envelope price bid. 

 

10.3 No bidder shall be allowed to lower its bid below the current L1 by more 

than 5 decrements at one go. 

 

11.0 Processing of case after RA 

 

11.2 In case of splitting requirement, bidders who were removed from 

participation in RA may also be considered for counter offer if the pre-

stated (NIT) numbers of suppliers do not accept the counter offer.  
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13.0 Others 

 

13.2 In case of enquiry through e-Procurement, the sealed electronic price bid 

(e-bid) is to be treated as sealed envelope price bid. 

13.3  BHEL will inform bidders the details of service provider who will provide 

business rules, all necessary training and assistance before 

commencement of online bidding. 

13.4 Bidders will be advised to read the ‘Business Rules’ indicating details of RA 

event carefully, before reverse auction event.  

 

---xxx--- 
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Business Rules for Reverse Auction 

Annexure – I 
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This has reference to tender no {tender number….date…}. BHEL shall finalise the 
Rates for the supply of {item name} through Reverse Auction mode. BHEL has 

made arrangement with M/s. {Service provider}, who shall be BHEL’s authorized 
service provider for the same. Bidders should go through the instructions given 

below and submit acceptance of the same. 

 

The technical & commercial terms are as per (a) BHEL Tender Enq. No. {…} 
dated {...}, (b) Bidders’ technical & commercial bid (in case of two part bid) 
and (c) subsequent correspondences between BHEL and the bidders, if any. 

 

1. Procedure of Reverse Auctioning 

 

i. Price bids of all techno-commercially qualified bidders shall be opened. 

 

ii. Reverse Auction: The ‘bid decrement’ will be decided by BHEL.  
 

  iv. Bidders by offering a minimum bid decrement or the multiples thereof 

can displace a standing lowest bid and become “L1” and this continues 
as an iterative process. However, no bidder shall be allowed to lower its 

bid below the current L1 by more than 5 decrements at one go. 

 

  v. After the completion of the reverse auction, the Closing Price shall be 

available for further processing. 

 

  vi. Wherever the evaluation is done on total cost basis, after Reverse 

Auction, prices of individual line items shall be reduced on pro-rata 

basis. 

 

2. Schedule for reverse auction: The Reverse Auction is tentatively scheduled 

on {date}:   ;{start time}:  ;{Close Time:   }. 

 

3. Auction extension time: If a bidder places a bid in the last {…} minutes of 
closing of the Reverse Auction and if that bid gets accepted, then the 

auction’s duration shall get extended automatically for another {…} minutes, 
for the entire auction (i.e. for all the items in the auction), from the time that 

bid comes in. Please note that the auto-extension will take place only if a 

bid comes in those last {…} minutes and if that bid gets accepted as the 

lowest bid. If the bid does not get accepted as the lowest bid, the auto-

extension will not take place even if that bid might have come in the last {…} 
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